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man and woman of tomorrow is the one trained for the worthy use of leisure tlme.

THE NEW BOOK- INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
b y Robert E. Lindwall
is the latest contribution to the field of Physical Education It tells about the organization and teaching for carry-over activities like tennis, golf, swimming, handball, etc.
Elmer Mitchell, Editor of the Journal of Health and Physical Education, and a national leader i n
Physical Education says about the book:
"an excellent contribution to the subject of Intramural Athlet~csand Recreation." The book IS belng
used as a text rn practically all the schools of education over the countr It ma be obtained from
your bookseller for f 1.00. The author has a limited number available for ii.50. &der from
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ROBERT E. LINDWALL
Department of Physical and Health Education
Lincoln H i g h School, Manitowoc, Wis.
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The Special Libraries of Philadelphia
Edited by GERTRUDE W. MAXWELL
L~brarian,The Electric Storage Battery Company

E

ACH city and each community presents its own problems, and reflects its

individuality in t h e character of its institutions, in spite of the fact that we as a people -are becoming more and more standardized on the surface.
Philadelphia, we feel, has a unique situation t h a t is clearly brought out when a
survey is made of the special library field. T h e nation's third largest city, with its
wealth of tradition containing some of t h e best of America's background, has a great
deal to offer in source material, and the atmosphere of solidity and conservatism,
which is imparted by some of its institutions t o the most modern esponents of its
cultural and business life, is a characteristic that is typically Philadelphia's own.
In these days of constantly changing values, with t h e discovery that much of
our existing superstructure lacks a firm foundation, t h e continued maintenance of
some of these old libraries on special subjects started with such high ideals so many
years ago, has an added charm and is a real heritage of the modern city ~n which
we now live.
This past is utilized a s shown b y the fact t h a t the business and industrial libraries
depend greatly upon their material, and the institutional librarians with their
realization of present-day needs of business, industry and professions, have cooperated in a very splendid manner with t h e "Special Libraries Council" since its inception in 1917 by making their treasures live, and representatives from all of Lhe
libraries given below are in t h e Council. I t is impossible to do justice to each of
them, so a survey is the only thing we can give. For this, we have called on collaborators t o furnish the following material about the old ones as well as the new:

SOME 0F THE BA CKGRO UND
The LIBRARY COMPANY OF PI-IILADELPHIA (founded by Benjamin Franklin) and
the KIDGWAY BRANCH OF THE LIBRARY
COMPANY. hlr Austin Gray, Librar~nn,statez:
"The present aims are to produce a complete upto-date catalogue of all the collect~onsof t h e
Library Company. Pending t h e raising of funds
for this purpose, our efforts are being directed

toward cataloging the Americana and ult~mately
arranging it altogether in one room as a separate
collection. This includes maps, surveys. manuscripts as well a s books. When this has been clone,
the collection -one of the best in the country will a t last be more available for research.
" A secondary aim of the Library Comp.~ny is
to contradict, b y fact and operation, the absurd
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and untruthful statements which have passed
current for fifty years In ncwSPaPcrS and books
about phlladelphia on the subject of Dr. Rush's
~ ~ 1 The
1 . persistent promulgation of these stories
has greatly hampered the usefulness of the Ridgway Library This branch is rich in play-bills,
bound newspapers and in works on geology."
~t was an interesting story that Mr. Gray told
us one evening when we had a meetiw a t this
Branch, of how the growth was made from the
small hbrary for scholars and recluses, planned
for in the original WIN, developing through the
will's "attack of codicds," as he so aptly phrased
it, and still further enlarged in the final carrying
out by the executors. It became a most inlposing
and impressive looking building, far larger than
its adnlin~stratlveheadquarters.
The AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY HELD AT PHILADELPHIA FOR
PROMOTIKG USEFUL
KNOWLEDGE.
Laura E. I-Ianson, Librarian, contributes:
"Franklin In h ~ Autobrography
s
said in the year
1727
' I united the majority of well-informed persons of my acquaintance into a club
which we called the Junto, the object of which
was to improve our understanding. We met every
Friday evening.' The American Philosophical
Soc~etyis the direct outgrowth of that Junto, a n d
it claims the honor of being the oldest scientific
society in America. It still holds its Friday evening meetings, and a three days' annual meeting
is held in April at which leaders in science and
letters read and discuss papers on their various
subjects. These papers are afterwards published
in its Proceedings or Transactions. The Society
has published one volume a year of its Proceedings since 1839 and its Transactions irregularly
since 1769. The first volume of Transactions
descr~bedthe trans~tof Venus.
"As its name denotes, its a m has always been
t o promote useful knowledge, and its library of
nearly 80,M)O volumes is rich in the history of sciecce. Indeed the Society's own Minutes, practically complete since 1750, afford material for a
history of sclence in America whlch cannot be
found elsawhere. Scholars and research workers
find In this hbrary a wealth of manuscript material as well as the rare and out of print book.
The library malntains a system of exchange with
the learned societies and universities throughout
the world. The library is open to the public for
reference and lends books on the inter-library
loan plan.
"Through all its history the Society has elected
t o nlenlbershiplcadcrsof science andof lettersboth
American and foreign and its rolls contain the
names of representativemen down t o our own day.

..
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" I t is of interest t o note that the Historical
Society of Pennsylvania had its birth in the HIStorical Committee of this Soclety. The Franklin
Institute with its practical application of the sclences forms R most valuable complement t o the
Amer~canPhilosophical Society's theoretical side
of the pure sciences."
The HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA was formed on December 2, 1824
for the purpose of "eluc~datingthe history of the
State." Mr Ernest Spoffard IS Librarian. For
many years the Society had no headquarters of its
own. The first regular meeting place was the
apartments of the Phrenological Society in Carpenters' Court. The Philosophical Society furnished shelter for a time, then the Athenaeum.
The Soc~etyalso occupied a building on the
grounds of the Pennsylvania Hospital and finally
removed to 13th and Locust Streets. In 1902 this
latter building was made fireproof and today
houses all the activities of the Society.
Among the collections of special import are
those of Charlemagne Tower's Colonial Laws, the
C a w l books in German, William S Baker's
Washingtonia, the Kennedy drawings of ancient
houses and the Dreer autographs. The contribution of S~monGratz has been the most notable in
the history of the Society, and amounts t o some
58,000 items. Here can be found the original
manuscripts of Proud's History of Pennsylvania,
Watson's Annals of Philadelphta, Christopher
Marshall's Diary and Pastorius' Laws of Germantown. No society in America is richer in
original papers.
T H E FRANKLIN INSTITUTE O F T H E
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA
Alfred R&ng, librarian, who wriks the following, celebrated the lifliefh anniversary last year of
his seroices un'th his nun instatutacn. He has been the
Chairinan of flu Special Labraries C o u n d of
Phrladelphia for the past three years.
The Franklin Institute was founded on February 5, 1824 by two young men with much ambition and more determination. A Committee on
the Library was appointed and the collection of
books began a t once. It was not, however, until
1830 that it was possible to open the reading room
and hbrary in the building which had been built
four years before. Since that time the collection
has grown steadily and four months ago 105,000
volumes and 30,000 pamphlets, as well a s photographs, maps, charts, origmal drawings and historic prints, were transferred t o the new library
quarters in the Benjamin Franklin Memorial.
All phases of applied science and the useful arts,
except medicine, are represented in this century-
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old institution. The department of electricity,
chemistry and physics are especially strong, and
there are special collections on sugar, windmills,
naval architecture and shipbuilding. Complete
files of many of the scientific and engineering
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periodicals and society publ~cationsare available
for reference The reports of the patent offices of
many countries a r c also accessible, the whole appealing especially t o engineers, chemists, patent
attorneys a i ~ dothers in the learned professions.

II
COMMERCIAL, I N D U S T R I A L AND SOCIAL LIBRARIES
By CHARLOTTE NOYES TAYLOR, Librarian, Expermental Station, E. I duPont de Kemours
and Company, Wilmington, Delaware
Franklin's saying "read much -but not many
books" may be good advice for philosophers who
have more time for meditation but not for special
hbrarians who must act quickly, and that wise
old man would be astonished a t the amount of
printed matter in the libraries existing here a t
this time.
The needs of students and teachers are well
cared for by the collections at the various educational institutions in the city, and in the outlying
districts by the libraries of Swarthmore, Haverford, Bryn Mawr and Villanova. One library for
Gtudents, however, in Philadelphia, which should
have particular mention in this section is the
LIPPINCOTT LIBRARY of the Wharton
School of Finance and Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania, because of its broad
range of commercial subjects which ~ncludeaccounting, commerce, economics, finance (money,
banking and credit), geography, industries,
insurance, law, statistics and others. A Methodology Collection has been worked up also as a distinctive feature for research, and, in this group,
sources are stressed such as indexes, directories of
all kinds, and general reference publications.
Economic planning and New Deal literature has
been developed strongly within the past few
months. While designed primarily for the use of
the faculty and students, the Library renders a
great deal of outside service t o business men in
the city, and daily answers many interesting and
varied questions. Dorothy Bemis, Librarian, reports also that the alumni are using the Library
increasingly, indicating that they realize the need
for such facilities, and that the value is further
evidenced by the effort of some of them t o institute the organization of libraries in their own
businesses.
For those who wish to investigate problems of
city management, there is a library a t the BUREAU OF MUNICIPAL RESEARCH, which
comprises in its assets a very complete collection
of informational material from governmental research agencies and administration surveys; for
public health workers there is a collection a t the
ofice of the PHILADELPHIA HEALTH

COUNCIL AND TUBERCULOSIS COMMITTEE. Those who need other commerc~alinformation will find many publications on foreign trade,
economlc geography, the history of manufactures and commercial statistics at the PHILADELPHIA COMMERCIAL MUSEUM. Additional financial interests are represented by the
libraries of the FEDERAL RESERVE BANK,
GIRARD TRUST COMPANY, and F. P. RIST l N E AND COMP.4NY, BROKERS. .a general
collect~onon science and technology 1s available
for consultation a t the Wagner Free Instrtute
of Science, and there are many company libraries
devoted to the different branches of these
subjects.
The subject of Franklin's experiment with the
key and string 1s well represented. The generation
of electricity for power arid light is the specialty
of the Philadelphia Electric Company which
maintams an 'imposing card file of abstracts.
Electrical technology and electrochemistry are
among he apecial interests of The Electric Storage Battery Company, along with lead, rubber,
wood and other materials used in the manufacture of their batteries. The library of the United
Gas Improvement Company, established to serve
the gas industry, has grown with the company's
interests to include electricity also; in fact the
whole field of engineering is covered In its weekly
bulletin of abstracts. Electric railways and power
plants are important to the PHILADELPHIA
RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY LIBRARY,
which is interested also in transportation means in
general, including buses, cabs and aircraft. They
publish a Daily News Bullelin which abstracts
items of interest t o the transportation industry
from the leading United States newspapers.
Other companies have found it to their advantage to maintain libraries. The leather and lubrication field is the distinctive feature of the E. F.
HOUGHTON COMPANY, A classified collection of material on accident prevention, fire protection and prevention, and industrial welfare, is
a valued poascssion of the INDEPENDENCE
BUREAU. Thoae indispensable industrial aids trade directories and blue books - are filed by
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the R. I-. POLK COJIPt\SY. The SH-4RP
A S D DOI-IJIE LILlR.IR't', devoted to blochemical, biological and pharmaceutical subjects,
has a file of more than 22,000 clippings. The .ITLASTIC REFIXING COMPANY'S LIRRARS'
handles the technical information of the Process
Div~sion and has a subject index of literature
references on petroleum refining. In other cities
~nthe vicinity of Philadelphla there are also uellestabllshed industrial libraries. In Calnden, Sew
Jersey, the I7CTOR TALIiISG X X I - I I S E
DII'ISIOS OF THE R. C ;\ has a collection of
literature on sound, especially the musical variety, and on n~uslcalcelebrities. In Kllrnington,
Delaaare, the DLPOST COlIPASY and the
I-IERCULES POiVDER COIIPASY have several aell-equipped libraries to serve them varied
interests, coveilng both business subjects and
pure and applied sclence with especial emphasis
on chemistry
The neaspaper group is well represented in
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Philadelphia. The PUBLIC LEDGER'S Library
wris built up by the late Joseph Iiwapd into a
treasure house of information and model of
methodtc;il arrangement. The collecttons of the
PI-IILADELPHIA INQUIRER and the E\'ES I S G BULLETIX do not suffer by comparison.
In addition t o serving their editorial staffs and
art departments, they answer many questions for
harassed librarians seeking information too recent
to have reached even the magazine artlcle stage.
-4 complete mention of all of the Ilbraries would
sound like a catalog, and a number of he ones
given deserve a separate article. IIon ever, a s an
industrial clty, Philadelphla has many more possibilities for the future development of special
libraries both technical and commerc~al,and the
Council is alive to the necessity of educating the
heads of other buslnesj organmtions t o a realization of the service that can be rendered by the
establishment of their own libraries a i t h persons
alert t o their needs.

I11
PROFESSIONAL LIBRARIES
By AD-4 STOR31 CAPiVELL, Librarian, PhiIadelphia College of Pharmacy and Sclence
Thc professions themselves, perhaps, are responslble for the fact that their libraries have
been largely taken for granted. In many of the
libraries,
those connected uith the
medical schools, the service does not extend beyond that given to the student bodies, association and staR members. Such a lmited field
makes "advertising" unnecessary.
In using the term "professional," reference is
made especially to medicine, pharmacy, and its
related sciences, and law. Philadelphia is unusually fortunate in its hbraries of t h ~ type.
s
From the
University of Pennsylvania to Temple University,
representing the oldest and the newest in terms
of years, the medical colleges of Philadelphia all
have splendid libraries.
Hr\kISEM-ISS MEDIC;\L COLLEGE Library started in 1867 with a few hundred books,
butnow has26,OOOvolumes They areused by membcrs, students and faculty, but are not for general
circulation Hahnemann is very justly proud of a
fine Paracelsus Library. It 1s the best and largest
in Amerlca and one of the largest in the world.
The JEFFEKSOS MEDICAL COLLEGE
LIBRs\KY has had a rapid growth. Beginning in
1898 w ~ t hcurrent material, the collection now
numbers over 29,000 volumes. Students, staff
members, and faculty have access to the books
and they have an exchange system with the
3ledical .-lssociation.

A new medical library to be watched with interest is that of the County hledical Society,
which has just been catalogued and can already
boast of 3,000 books and 5,000journals.
These I ~ b r a r ~ e sall
, doing a splendid work
within their own circles, are not for the use of the
general public. It IS, therefore, with much interest that ure come to the COLLEGE OF
PI-IYSICIASS. The College was modeled upon
the lines of the Royal College of Physicians of
Lo~idon.Its purpose IS to advance the Sclence of
Medicine It has never been a teaching institutlon in the ordinary sense of the term. The Library was established In 1788 and has grown in
size and importance until now it has a proniinent
position among the great medical libraries of the
world. It contams approximately 170,000 volumes with more than 200 medical incunabula
IVhen mountlng the grand stairway, one is Impressed, even before enterlng the library itself,
with a fine sense of dignlty \\'ith the members of
the staff one feels the splrit of cooperation and
helpfulness. This is extended not only t o members
and friends of the College but to visitors as well,
for the Library is free and open to anyone interested or in need of the material on its shelves.
A library of a sllghtly diflerent type but closely
related to the medical library is the one devoted
to the pharmaceutical needs. Here the service is
extremely varied because of the many allied sci-
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ences \Ye find pharmacy, chemistry, medicine,
biology, pharmacognosy, and numerous others all
Interwoven and overlapping.
The PIIILADELPI4IX COLLEGE OF
PHARMACY X S D SCIENCE possesses one
of the largest and most complete collect~onsof
books on pharmacy and related sciences in the
country. Founded in 1821 with a mere handful of
books, it now contains betwcen 15,000 and 20,000
volumes Small in number when comparing years
of growth with other professions, but large when
comparing pharmaceutical l~braries It is also
free to the public. \.lsltors are not only welcomed
but encouraged to come and make use of the
books. There is an effort made to inculcate in the
minds of the student body a spirit of helpfulness,
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and this is extended to all NIIO deslre to come to
the College L~braryfor assistance in any of the
branches that come within the field of the pharmaceutical Ilbrary.
A professional library should be active and
alive, a real haven for the man in search of ~nformation. Someone has said, " T o the layman in
search of knowledge there is something very fascinating about a library." That could have been
meant for the professional library, for to those
of us urho serve there. it is the most fascinating
of all. \Ye urould like to emblazon above our door:
Enter, here are your friends; all that we have we
freely give. Drink deeply of our Fountain of
Knowledge and go hence, refreshed and strengthened for your brief ramble in the World of Books.

IV
LIBRARIES O F THE FINE ARTS
Ry DEBORAH MORRIS, Librarian, School of Fine Arts, Unwersity of Pennsylvania
under geographicat location: architect, pamter,
sculptor, and subject heading such as theatre;
fountain; garden; mural decoration; etc. Each
card contains six references for the same building,
painting, etc.; giving for each reference the book,
volume, and page, with a brief description of the
illustrations.
With sufficient staff or funds these two puny
offerings could have been counted as noble contributions instead of feeble attempts. A6 it is, incomplete though they are
their incessant use
proves their worth.
Another art library is now, with the aid of
C. W. A. workers, compiling a list of the art
books contained in other local libraries with
which to supplement its book catalog.
There is in the Philadelphia area a vast amount
of library material on the fine arts, and probably
the Union Catalog now being planned for this
area will reveal to each library some local treasure
of which it is now unaware
but there ex~sts
among these libraries at present, a fair knowledge
of each other's collections, and a free interchange
of courtesies.

A statement is asked as to what our libraries in
the field of line arts have done. The best one can
do honestly is to nrlte about those things we have
wished and tried to do. Certainly it would not be
honest to claim for this group any credit for the
classification bibliography which is being brought
forward by one member. Nor can Philadelph~a
claim any share in the remarkable achievements
of the S. L. A. Museum Group.
For some years past, one library has been attempting hat, compared with larger projects
now under consideration, seems somewhat like an
amateurish union catalog. Scattered through
its own book catalog are cards for books not contained in its collection, but which can be found in
the collection of various other libraries in the
Philadelphia area. Each of these supplementary
cards shows, above the call number, the name of
the library to which that call number applies.
The same library, many years before the lifesaving "Art Index" came into being, had, in card
form, its own art index. This old index, which is
still thumbed as much as the new one, lists illustrations (articles are included in the book catalog)

-

-

RELIGIOUS LIBRARIES
By DR. F R A N K GRANT LEU'IS, Librarian, Crozer Theological Seminan., Ducknell Libmr:
The religious libraries of the Philadelphia area,
particularly those identified with the Special
Libraries Council, have been concerned, both in
general administration and in personnel, with the
largest library service at all practicable, both in
the usual methods of responding to the wishes of
readers interested In t h e field of religion and in the
organized forms of library activities for which

Philadelphia libraries have undertaken a relatively large part.
Such cooperation Has shorn, for example, in
the preparation of the volume entitled a List ol
Serials in the Principal Libraries of Philadelphia
and Its Vicinity, and its Supplement, which were
published in 1908 and in 1910. From the beginning of the pioneer work on the part of the Special
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Libraries Council of Philadelphia and V~cinltyin
preparing a Unlon card catalog of holdings of the
libraries of Philadelph~aand thc surrounding area
and in the Issue of ~ t Directory
s
in 1923 and 1926
alth supplements later, the rel~giousl~brariesof
the entire community cooperated on the same
basis and wth thc same Interest exhibited by
libraries of other types. When the plans Here being formed for the Union List of Serials in the
Libraries of the Unlted States and Canada, two
libraries, namely, that of the AMERICAN
BAPTIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY and that
of CROZER THEOLOGICAL SEbIINAKY,
entered mto t h ~ ambitious
s
project and have con-
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tinued to share in the work of maintaining this -1dispensal~letool for service in the entire field. At
the present time, as the Union Library Catalog of
the hletropolitan Area of Philadelphia is being
organized as an outgrowth of the movement
begun ill 1931 under the leadership particularly of
the University of Pennsylvania Library, to secure
eventually a card catalog which will show each
titlc in all of the libraries of this entire district
with the locat~onof each title, the religious librarics, in common with those in other fields of
life and thought, were identified with the beginning of this movement and are undertaking to
carry their part of this large respons~b~lity.

DEPARTMENTAL COLLECTIONS
The specla1 libraries contained in the collections of t h e FREE LIBRARY OF PHIL.ADELPHI.4
and the LlURARY OF THE UKIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA are anlong the much used resources, and the following dormation is furn~shedby Franklin H Price, Acting Librarian of the
former, and C. S. Thompson, Librarian of the latter:
THE FREE LIBRARY OF PHILADELPHIA
"Collections numbering more than a milhon
Items arc at all tmes available to the special
Of these
libraries of Phlladelphia and v~cin~ty.
lnore than 100,000 volumes are available for
home use, of which 26,004 are on open shelves
where they may be freely consulted.
"..\mong the outstanding spec~alcollections
may be ment~oned,The Hampton L. Carson collections, illustrative of the Growth of the Common Law; The John Ashhurst collection of Title
Pages and Prmter's Marks, The Edwln A.
Fle~sher Music Collection; The Rawle Law
Library of Philadelphia; The John Frederick
Lewis Collection of Portraits, and a collect~onof
more than 600,000 public documents, including
all documents distributed to public libraries by
the United States Government, all available
documents issued by cities, and a select~onof
documents issued by foreign countries and provmces as well as a complete set of the publications
of the League of Nations.
"Some other collections are art, architecture,
archeology, biography, chess, Confederate imprints, costume, engraving and printing, fine
arts, illustrations, Italian books, Judaica and
Hebraica; maps, atlases and guide boob, pamphlets (100,000arranged by subject) and pictures
(25,000arranged by subject).
"There is a special Music Department, containing music, biographies, opera scores, librettos,
miniature scores, etc., together with more than
15,000 Victor records on the appreciation .of
music and sound proof piano and victrola rooms.

"The Newspaper Department contains 53
newspapers published in Phlladelphia, 100 of the
p r ~ n c ~ p anewspapers
l
of the United States and
3,400bound volumes of Philadelphia newspapers.
"The Reference Department, in addlt~onto
the usual reference works, has d~rectoriesof 422
of the prmcipal American cities together with
current telephone books of cities of the United
States w ~ t hover 100,000 population.
"The Library has a depository Catalog consisting of an alphabetical author list of the books
in t h e Library of Congress.
" Photostats of the material are available from
the equ~pmentlo the Library building."
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
LIBRARY
" T h e Library of the University, which ranks
ninth in size among American university libraries,
contams in all, approximately 775,000volumes,
exclusive of about 90,000 in the Biddle Law
Library. All of these are available in the central
library building, with the exception of the Penniman Library of the School of Education, the
Lippincott Library of the Wharton School, and
several department libraries.
"The general Library is notable not only by
reason of size but for many special collections
for advanced work. Especially noteworthy among
these are the Henry Charles Lea Library of Medieval History, and the Horace Howard Furness
Memorial Library of Shakeapeareana, both of
which provide exceptional opportunity for advanced research in these fields, supplementing the
resources of the main library. Among other collec-
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tions which'have given the University h ~ g hrank
are the Francs C hlacauley Collect~onof Dante,
-Petrarch,and Tasso, and the Rennert Collect~on
of early American drama and early American
fictron have few equals elsewhere. Mention should
be made also of the Curtis Collection of Franklin
Impruits, which is one of the most complete collections of books printed by Benjamin Fmnklin.
For historical research the Library is rich in its
collections of American and English governmental publications, and the chief collections of
official source material of England, France and
Germany.
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"The Library is exceptionally well equipped
for bibliographical research In its collection of
trade bibliographies covering the publicat~onsof
practically all countries, and the printed catalogues of the British Museum and the most important French and German libraries There is
also a collection almost unrivaled in this country
of the printed catalogues of manuscripts in the
principal English and continental libraries
"The L ~ b r a r yis accessible to everyone for
reference purposes. The privdege of borrowing is
extended to all who are connected in some way
nvith t h e University "

LIBRARY TRAINING FA CILITIES
"In preparing this section, the question naturally arises," says Mrs. Anne W. Howland, director of DREXEL LIBRARY SCHOOL, "how
successful are library schools in training for special library work? The question may be best answered perhaps, by stating the objectives of a
basic one year course in librarianship, such a s that
offered by Drexel.
"First, t o give the students a knowledge of the
fundamentals in library service, which are applicable to all types of library work, and thus t o
lay the foundation for special~zationthrough further study. Second, to enable students to choose
the type of work best suited t o their ab~lities,by
giving them a survey and introductory knowledge
of the various fields of library service.
"The curriculum offered in this basic one year
course is the result of study and experimentation
to meet changing conditions in library work and
t o fulfil the standards established by the American Library Association Board of Education for
Librarianship.
"The best test of how well the curriculum is
able to meet modern requirements in the field is
the performance of ~ tgraduates
s
in actual service.

T h e Drexel Library School has at present a nurnber of its graduates holding successful p o s i ~ ~ o n s
in special libraries, which would seem to indicate
that a basic course in librarianship offers a satisfactory foundation for specialized work.
"A sampling of the alumni, engaged in such
work, hold key positions in some of the following
types of libraries: Army and Navy Libraries.
Libraries of Public Documents, Educational Libraries, Legislative and Municipal Libraries,
Scientific Libraries, Medical Libraries, and Divinity School Libraries, a s wgll as others."
TEMPLE
UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY
SCHOOL, under the direction of Miss Bessie
Graham, offers a three summers' training course
in library work for the school I~brary,the children's library, the smaller library. The library
course which covers cataloging, classification, reference work, bibliography, book selection and
library methods with practical laboratory work,
strives t o give also, though in a series of vacation
periods, a knowledge of the fundamentals in library service. Graduates from this school have
eecured positions in medical, business, financial,
religious, school, suburban and private libraries.

To the Memory of Joseph F. Kwapil

T

RIBUTES to the memory of the late Joseph Francis Kwapil, for nearly twenty years librarian of
the Public Ledger, were paid on the evening of February 3rd b y h ~ former
s
friends and associates
a t a meeting of the Special Libraries Council of Philadelphia, held in the auditorium of the Franklin
Institute, Twentieth Street and the Parkway.
The program for the meeting was arranged by the Newspaper Group of the Special Libraries Council. Speakers told how Mr. Kwapil had made the Public Ledger library one of the model newspaper
librariesin the country, and had been largely responsible for developing the old newspaper "morgues"
frequently set off in some small musty room, into modern, efficient reference libraries.
Lettera and telegrams received from all sections of t h e country paid tribute to Mr. Kwapil's unselfish interest in the development of other newspaper libraries, a n d his helpmg of young librarians.
"Mr. Kwapil was the only man in the library profession that I know who would tell any secret of
the profession," Franklin G. Price, acting librarian of t h e Free L i b n r y of Philadelphia, said. "The
Public Ledger library as developed by him is one of the greatest of newspaper libraries and has been
a model lor thousands."
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Institut International d e Documentation
By F. DONKER DUYVIS
Secretary of the International Committee for Decimal Class~hcat~on

I~

1 s with special pleasure that I respond to the
request to write a shoit communication on the
work of the " ~ ~ t e r n a t i o n Cotnmittee
al
on Declmal Classification " for a journal of the country to
which we owe the very foundation of our work
In his fruitful life Dr. Melvil Dewey built the
fundamentalsofmodern encyclopedism. Byvlrtue
of his intelligent brains he created an mtellectual
tool which should be developed to master the
tremendous and incoherent stream of communicated human thoughts. By virtue of his generous
character he proved that any ideal rnay be realized if it is supported by the tenacity of unselfish
act~onwithout talking.
The classification scheme of Melvd Dewey,
wh~chwas originally ~ntendedto unify the classification of books in libraries, was elaborated
between 1895 and 1905 by the International
Institute of Bibliography, in order that it might
serve for more minute class~fication,especially for
articles in periodicals. The 1905 edition of the
I. I. B. contained 36,000 subdivisions. Gradually
the classification had still wider applications, such
as the classificat~onof correspondence and administrative files, the classification of patent specifications etc. E.g. in Holland 300 municipalities
have classed their correspondence files according
to the D. C. These various applications called for
still furthur development, and the second complete edition of the International Institute
(which bears now the name of International
Institute of Docun~entationI. I. D.) comprises
over 60,000 main divisions.
By a special system of combining classificationnumbers and by the aid of auxiliary tables, the
number of possibilities of minute class~fication
with the present scheme, is far greater than
60,000.Mathenlatically there arc 3, 6 billions
(million million) of simple combinat~ons of
numbers possible. Nevertheless, we want stdl
further to develop the system, rn order to be able
to give a definite order place to every product of
human activity or thought, and the next edition,
a German one, of which the first leaves have just
gone to the printer, will cover over 70,000 main
divisions, ~f not more, since our German friends
are earnestly engaged in making this edition as
complete as possible.
The work of expanding the classification is
controlled by a board called the "International
Committee on Decimal Classificatlon," which

consists of representatives of national sections of
the I. I. D. and some specialized international
assoc~ations.Anybody, even an outs~der,may
present to a secretary of a national section of the
I. I. D. a proposal for an expansion or correction
of the classification. The proposal is first discussed
with the national secretariate and, as the case
may be, with a "special secretary," who is a
specdrzed worker in the scientific branch concerned, and 1s then sent Lo the international
secretmate, where it may be criticized again.
Thereupon the international secretary distributes
the proposals to the other national secretar~es,
who again consult specialists in their various
countries. In this way criticism of the proposal
from a specialized as well as from an encyclopedic
point of view is guaranteed. If there is no opposition the proposal is considered accepted after a
certain p e r i d About every month the secretana t e of the committee distr~butesa note with a
series of extensions to the sections. The extensions
adopted in the course of the years 1930/1932 have
been collected and issued in two loose-leaf volumes under the title " Supplementa e t Correctiones classificationis decimalis." New leaves of
extensions may be intercalated in these looseleaf volumes.
I need not say that the work of expansion
requires much care An international standardized scheme has all the advantages and disadvantages of any other standard I t is a compromise between many different aspects and,
ipsofocio, shows an element of conservatism. A
standard which is modified every moment is no
longer a etandard. \'cry often a newcomer wishes
to modify a part of the classificat~onaccordmg to
his personal taste and does not understand that if
we yielded t o every such desire the classification
would soon become a chaotic muddle and lose
pract~callyall ~ t value
s
as a tool for interchangmg
classified b~bliographicaland other data.
Nevertheless, ~tIS inevitable that a t some pomt
modifications become necessary. We have already
considered making fundamental changes in the
classification and have even drafted complete
schemes of revisron. One of these schemes was
brought before a forum in the "Reports of the
12th Conferenceof the I. I. D. 1933." However a
sudden and complete modification would be
against all principles of standardization and
should be avoided.
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If we reject revolution, we have to follow the
path of evolution. Thus our main purpose in
drafting "ideal schemes" is to have a well determined a m for the esol~h'onarydevelopment of the
decimal class~fication.The question may be put
now as to how moclification by evolution may be
possible The U. D. C. (Unwersal Decimal
Classification) has come to a point where not only
groups of subjects but the most detailed elements
of those subjects are c l a k d by it. A minute
classification is rendered possible for chemical
conlpounds, of machines as well as of their constructive parts, of funct~onsand properties of
processes as well as of the separate steps of which
they consist. The detailed subdiv~sionsof such a
classification are so subtle that a special method is
necessary to accomplish evolution and to lead the
revis~onIn such a way that no confusion in existing files will occur.
T o that effect we have established the fundamental rule that no new significance may be
assigned to a number which would clash with the
existing one. It is allowable to broaden the significance of an existing number in order to introduce
under it mater~alof a rider scope. Also it is allowable to h i t the definition of a class number In
order to cut out a part of the material classed
under it and to bring that mater~alunder another
heading. However, it is not allowable to change
completely the meaning of a section of the scheme
of classification. If a t a certain moment it appears
that the existing table of a detailed class~fication
of a certain subject is quite unworkable, this table
is put out of service and a new table is built up on
a "free" number. Those who still wish to use the
old table may do so, because the numbers concerned are not occupied by new classes. The old
table is left t o "starve" and after a series of years
the time will come when practically nobody uses
it any more. Then it will have "died" and the old
numbers may again be used for other purposes.
An example may illustrate this "starvation"
process of modification. In the first manual of
decimal classification the n u m k r 665 means
"illuminating industries." I t was subdivided as
follows:
Candles, torches
Animal oils
Vegetable oils
Mineral oils. Paratline, ozokerite, asphaltum
Petroleum. Kerosene
Lamps
Illuminating gas from coal
Special gases. Acetylene etc.
Uses of gases
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First, the number 665 has been broadened to
include Oils, futs, waxes and iiluminattng gas and
has been subdivided into two scries 665.1/5 Oils,
atid waxes and 665.7/8 Illurninnling gases.
The table under 665.6, which was quite out of
date, has been put out of service. In the s a n e way
a c l w t e r under electrical engineering 621.328
devoted to electrical illuminat~onhas been put
out of service and a new chapter on illuminating
engineering has been developed under the free
number 628.9,and a chapter on lamp manufacture together with the manufacture of burners
and cognate apparatus has been developed under
683.8. The meaning of the number 665.1 now
~ncludes"oils, fats and waxes in general " The
derivatives of oils and fats are to be found there;
and also the fatty acids, stearin and the candles
madeout of it, so that candles, which were classed
there 30 years ago are still to be found under 665.1,
the only differencebemg that they have now been
put under a subdwision of that number.
The number 665.2which was originally devoted
t o animal oils for lighting purposes has now been
enlarged to animal oils, fats and waxes i n general.
The numbers 665.3/5 are enlarged in an analogical way. The result is a table which meets modern
requirements without clashing with the original
Dewey table and still allows the old material t o
be classed there.
Still it is not very sat~sfactoryto have illuminating gas classified eo close to oils and fats and
under the same main number. With a view to
improving that the way has already been prepared for a future modification. At present the
table of 665.7/8 for illuminating gas and special
industrial gases is still workable As soon a s it is
proved out of date, we shall develop a new table
for those gases under the numbers 662.77 and
662.78. Both those numbers are being kept free
for that purpose. They are subdivisions of the
chapter 662.7 on artificial fuels, coal distillation
etc. This means that in the futureon one hand the
number 665 will be restricted to oils, fats and
waxes and on the other hand all material on fuel
distillation will be concentrated under 662.7.
This example shows that the editors of U. D. C.
have not only to concentrate their attention on
the present development of the classification, but
also t o foresee and construct in a more or less
speculative way the future form of decimal
classification.
TOrender the starvation system as efficient as
possible it is necessary to have free numbers at our
disposal. In the early editions of the decimal
classification most of the main numbe.rs were
occupied in order to get as short classification
numbers as possible. Our present policy is to free
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main numbers in order to reserve them for future
expansion, If we free a main number we have of
course to subdivide another number further in
order to class the material, which was formerly to
foundunder that main number. E.g. originally
the first ten divisions of 58 Botany were all occupied. At present we have concentrated systematic
botany under 582 and thus put out of servlce
583/589. Under 57 Biology the material originally
classed under 573 has been combined with 572
and the material of 574 has been brought together
with 576 so that 5731574 are now in a state of
starvation and after some years may be used for
' building up new chapters on biology.
In the chapter 53 Physzcs the 1905 edition
showed that 95 of the 100 first dlv~slonswere
occupied. In the new edition of the U. D. C. only
78 of them are occupied. This shows that the
objection so often made against the declmal
class~ficationthat it will be "entangled" by its
own expansions is fundamentally wrong and that
on the contrary we gain more liberty of movement (It may beobserved that of the first m~llion
divisions only abbut 5% are occupied )
Although the starvation system descr~bed is
applred malnly to minor subdivisions it may also
be considered for recasting main div~sionsI t may
even be necessary in the future to attack the
hundred or even the 10 main numbers of the
,
decimal classification.
In fact we have started t o render possible the
puttrngout of service one of the 10 main numbers
viz. the number 4 Philology. The objection has
often been made that 4 Phrlology and 8 Likruture
are completely separated. Now we have introduced under 8 a so-called "common subdivision"
8.07 which may be used for philology and is t o be
subdivided hke the present number 41 General
fihilology. This means that the users of the "common subdivision" 8.07, according to the rules of
the U. D. C., will class together the philology and
literature of every language:
8
8.07
8.074

Literature and Ph~lologyGeneral philology
General phonetics

82
82.07
82.074
84.074
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English language and philology
English philology
Engl~shphonetics
French phonetics etc.

Of course the displacement of the main chapter

4 would bean ~mportantchange and we shall have
to await the future to discover whether there will
be many users adopting the facultative version.
If this appears t o be the case, we shall have t o
consider whether it will be possible t o declare the
present facultative version the official one and
render the present official scheme facultative. If
the users will adopt this course the next step will
then beto put out of servicecompletelythepresent
chapter 4 and the aim t o obtain a free main number would be attained. This number might be
used after another couple of years of starvation.
If u&rs w ~ lnot
l codperate to render free chapter 4
we shall have t o consider another way of gaining
an "opening" in the first series of divisions. Only
in an extreme case would we make a sudden
modification, but I do not think this extreme case
will occur in the next decade. For the time being
the classification is quite aat~sfactoryso that for
thepresenl needs there is no reason whatsoever to
makc fundamental modifications.
We have, however, t o look into the future. It is
obvious that important evolutionary modifications require not only a few years but a considerable number of years. It is the duty of the editors
of U. D.C. t o develop the process of evolution
with the greatest care and to follow nevertheless
the wheels of time. This means that even now the
preliminary measures must be taken Just as the
hour hand of a clock moves slowly, contmuously
and invisibly, our committee must work t o develop theclassification that it may meet both the
requirements of standardization and of gradual
modernization The work on decimal classificat ~ o n- simple as ~t looks a t first sight - is a work
that is never ended Those who collaborate in it
can only build a part of the monument and prepare the material for the next generation, trying
in that way t o follow the splendid example given
them by Melv~lDewey.

"READING must be taught and learned a s a technique, a s an art, a s a working method of aelf
education, as a way of life. I don't mean a vague rapture for the "booksy folk" and literary
teas. I mean a robust respect for knowledge, an adventurous and tough minded attitude toward ideas, a
willingness to grow and experiment and think for one's self, a cwilized and thoroughly liberal determination never to stop learning."-From
Can College Graduules Read, by M. Lincoln Schuster,
Publishers' Weekly, Feb. 24, 1934.
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PRESIDENT'S PAGE

H

AVING a number of the magazine devoted
to a local Chapter allows me t o choose as
my text the importance of each local to the
national Association. I firmly believe that the
progreg of the special libraries movement and the
success of S. L. A. depends entirely on the actlv~ty
and cooperation of local Chapters. If a Chapter is
inactive or if it devotesitself almost entirely to its
own local affairs, with programs more entertaining than professional, then the projects initiated
by the national have little chance of accomplishmen t
I have been much interested recently to learn of
the internal problems of two important nat~onal
associat~ons,quite similar to ours in interest and
organization. Each of these is older than S. L. A.
and has a far larger income yet neither has solved
the problem of co6rdinating its chapters. The
leaders in S. L. A. who evolved our present system
of chapter affiliation and dues, planned very
wisely. We can take real pride in the efficient
machinery they set up. But unfortunately this
machinery doesnot work with equal success in all
directions. I am not referring to the routine
matters of membership, collection of dues, etc.,
which are excellently handled, but to the participation in common problems. For instance, it has
been our great desire in the last two years to have
members in every Chapter represented on each of
our national committees. In that way all local
members could always be in touch with the progress of S. L. A. projects and be able t o profit from
them and enjoy their development. Esch year the
officers of local Chapters are asked to recommend
people from their membership for appointment to
the various national committees, but too many
never do Also S. L. A. could initiate many more
undertakings of value to the profession if ~ t s
income were ~ncreasedby each local producing a
proportionate number of institut~onaland active
members. Or they could do their share in supporting the magazine by securing advertising.
Many Chapters are, of course, doing a splendid
job. It is fine that Chapters are beginning to issue
local bulletins. These have the great advantage of
forming a contact with associate members who do
not receive SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
and are, therefore,
not informed on developments in their proleasion.
Boston, Cleveland, New York, Pittsburgh and
San Francisco are now issuing such bulletins.
Boston and Pittsburgh have had displays of
S. L. A, publications. The Philadelphia Chapter
has secured advertising for us, as witneas this
number of the Magazine. San Francisco has
worked up a very interesting trade associalton

7

elsewhere

project, described
in this issue. Pittsburgh and San Francisco are working on union
lists of the periodicals in libraries in their territories. All of these things are fine and are greatly
appreciated
Feeling that there should be a closer and more
formal link between the national and locals, the
Executive Board has this year appointed a liaison
officer, Ruth Savord, who is ready to help Chapters in any way they will allow her. Miss Savord
has instituted a bulletin which goes to local
presidents and secretarieseach month. It contains
the more intimate shop-talk wh~chdoes not properly belong in the Magazine and covers current
administrative matters. It is greatly hoped that
this bulletin is read a t local board meetings and
shared with the entire membership during the
monthly programs. We have urged each chapter
to contribute its experiences to the bulletin and
have had response from four locals.
I havesometimes heard it amd that the national
Board must never dictate t o its local Chapters,
and I want to assure everyone that such has never
been the desire o r in tention of this adrninistmtion. Our only wish is that more Chapters were
more articulate so that national officers might be
~ncreasinglyhelpful and might truly feel that we
were all working together to make the most of the
broad, interesting opportunities open to special
librarians today. Members everywhere have a
right to the fullest participation in Association
affairs and should be sure that their local ollicers
make this possible.
MARY1 . 0 ~ 1ALEXIVDER
~~

C.W. S. and 5. L. A.

THE

successful en~ploymentof C, W.S funds
t o a n S. L. A. project should have a signifcance for all our local Chapters LBst November,
I< Dorothy Ferguson, representing the San
Francisco S. L. A., was invited to attend a State
Emergency Relief Admillistration conference to
consider the organization of a Women's Ummployment Relief under the new Cwil Works Administration. With her eye for organizat~onand
her pioneering spirit, she got to work, promoted a
survey of local state Trade Associations under
the sponsorship of the School of Librar~anshipof
the University of California. Mrs. Jeannette Cyr
Stern was the worker assigned and she has compiled an excellent directory of the associations for
Northern California. This has now been issued in
mimeographed form to be sold a t twenty-five
cents a copy, plus postage. Not only are associa-
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t ~ o r ~l~stetl
s by name, but also officers' names are
given as well as the scope of the associat~on,
terr~tory,membership, meetings, publications,
research, business inforn~ation,statistics, aflilialions, and code information. The dormation
about associations was secured by personal interview. The foreward has been written by the Chairman and is indicative of her ~nterestin this important movement.
In addition to the directory, K Dorothy
Ferguson 1s continuing her contact with trade
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assoc~ations by attempting to develop among
this western group the need for research.inforniatlon bureaus. Her interest in and enthusiasm for
the movement has caused her to be approached
by a group of associations in regard to the possibility of a joint information bureau. Such spontaneous development demonstrates the obvious
practicability of such information bureaus. In
view of S L. A.'s Trade Association Project, the
outcome of this activity in the west is to be
watched with great interest.

Our Trade Association Project

THIS

project has been definitely underway
since the first of February. For those who
may st111be unfamiliar with the plan and purpose
we would say, briefly, that ~t is to develop informational services for trade assoc~ations. AS
previously announced, the Carneg~eCorporation
of Kew York has given us a money grant of
seventy-five hundred dollars in support of the
plan. Growth of special library service is, of
course, the objective While the scope of the plan
is more or less elastic, it may crystallize itself mto
at least four definite avenues of approach:
1. To furnish specific information to trade associations to meet their individual needs
2. To advise in reorganizing existing libraries
and files of associations and bring them
up to date.
3. To organize libraries of information bureaus.
4. To create positions for special librar~ansby
selling the idea of library service.
What the specific needs of the individual associations are we shall try to discover by personal contact, and these requirements will accordingly
determine the way in which we can best serve
them.
In view of the r81e we are hoping to assume
under the New Deal, we decided at the outset t o
acquaint government and other authorities in
the trade association field with our project and
to seek their interest and support. So, with that
aim in mind, Miss Alexander and I made a prelinhary trip to Washington the first week in
February. With introductions from former
Deputy-Administrator Malcolm Muir, we had
the opportunity of outlining our project to persons of importance in the trade association field,
such as, Dr. Wilson Compton, C. D. Judkins,
Philip Gott, Willard Thorpe, Chief of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and many
other specialists in the N. R. A. and the Department of Commerce. The plan was cordially received and the idea had the enthusiastic endorse-

ment of all those with whom we discussed it. It
was gratifying to find such favorable response a t
every hand.
On February 27th, we called a meeting of about
fitteen New York librarians administering association libraries to discuss the project and t o adv ~ s eon the details of the plan. The experiences of
this group and therr interest made the conference
particularly helpful.
The mitial work on the project demanded a
formulation of foundation plans. A method of
procedure has been developed for contacting associations. Ribliographical studies on subjects of
interest such a s prices, wages, ethical practices,
et cetera, have been prepared; information on
trade associations' source material is being assembled; studies of individual associations are
being developed in preparation for future contacts. The visits to trade associations have been
started and already certain informational and
advisory service has been rendered. A "library
prospectus" is being prepared in response to a
definite request for it.
We are constantly trying to centralize and
build up information that will be useful for the
project - information in regard to personnel as
well as to materials. Many of you individually
have offered your services to assist us in any way
possible, and this is where the interest and cooperation of each of you can help. Are you doing
anything in your library for trade associations,
either In the way of furnishing definite information in response to requests from the associations
or their members; or budding up informational
sources which might be useful to the associations?
If so, is there any way that this work might be
shared with our Headquarters? Bibliographies,
stories on individual associations, ephemeral
material of all kinds can be put to excellent use
here. Questions that come to you indicative of
the needs of this group would be a guide t o us in
our contacts. Or, if you know of any qualified

.
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librarians who should like to be considered for new
openings in case they develop, let us know about
them and advise us of thew particular equipment
for such jobs as we may discover. This ~nforrnation should be specific, and personal endorsements will enhance the value of the advice.
Asmciation "contacts" will serve us well, and
directory information is always needed.
We are hearing of interesting things being done
by C. W. A. workers in our d~fferentchapters.
Already we have received a copy of a splendid
preliminary trade association directory from
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Northern California, prepared as a Ciwl Il'orks
Project, sponsored by the School of Librarians h ~ pUmversity
,
of Califorma for the S. L. A. of
San Francisco Are any of you doing similar
things which we should know about?
If Headquarters can be kept in mind as a
clearing-house for pertinent trade association
material, and if all such helpful hmts can be
d~rectedto me there - that will be the best kind
of cooperation.
DOROTHY
BEMIS,Director,
Trade Associalr'on Project

Tentative Program
HOTEL ROOSEVELT, NEW YORK CITY
June 19-23,1934
Tuesday, 19th - Mortring- Informal Conference of public libraries doing special business work.
Business Branch of Newark Public Library, 10 o'clock. Discussion:
Magazines t o be retained with depleted budgets.
Length of time to keep files of business magazines.
Best magazines in special fields.
Use of special reference tools with an opportun~tyto go over the special collection mdexed
in our S. L. A. "Guides to BusinessFactsand Figures,"demonstratmgits useas a telephone
reference collection.
Relatwe merits of business services.
N.B. - Public librarians planning to attend are urged to suggestjurther topics.
Afternoon - Visits to William H. Rademaeker Company, book binders. Tea in garden of Kewark
Museum as guests of Mien Beatrice Winser and her staff.
N.B. - Nolify Alma Mitchell, Ln., Public Senice Corp'n of New Jersey, ij you arc plaiwitrg
lo tisit libraries in Newark and vicinity, so that the CommiNce ?nay make the necessary urrairgcmcnfs.

GROUP MEETINGS
Wtdnrrby, 20th-1O:OO A.M.
FINANCIAL GROUP

Mr. Robert Brulre, Chairman Cotton Textile
National Industrial Relations Board. "Some
Social Implications of the National Recovery
Act."
Mr. Fred V. Burt, Analysis Dep't, Bankers Trust
Company. Subject to be announced.
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
Theme: ~ h e ' ~ ~ c h n i cLibrary
a1
from the User's
Point of View.
Mr. Arthur Worischeck, Patent Attorney, Genera1 Motors Corp. "How t o Make the Library
of Most Value td a Patent Department."
-~

-

S p a k e r to be announced. "How to Make the
Library of Most Value to a Research Department."
Luncheon Get together - no business.

-

CIVIC-SOCIAL
InIormal luncheon, 1 o'clock.
MUSEUM
One and only session to be held with S. L. A.
Two speakers to be announced later. Round
Table Discussion.
NEWSPAPER

~~

Breakfast meeting, 9 o'clock.
Luncheon a t noon, New York Times, Visit t o
Times Library.
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FIRST GENERAL SESSION
4:00 P.M.
"Address of Il'elcon~e"- Hon. Morton Raum, Member of the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Xew York.
"i\lonetars Pol~ciesand Kational Planning" - Prof. F. Cyril James, Professor of Finance, Wharton
School of Commerce and Finance.
Other speakers to be announced.

6:30 P.M.

Annual Banquet - Mayor Fiorella La Guardia, Guest of Honor.

GROUP MEETINGS
A.M.

Thursday, PI+-10:OO

COMMERCIAL
1. "Significant Effects of the New Deal on Busi-

ness" - Prof. Antoine S. Friedrich, Dept.
of Economics, New York Univers~ty.
2. "Business Literature, Pre- and Post-New
Deal" - Mr. H. A. I-Iaring, Contributing
Editor, .4draeriising and Selling and Dislribution and Warehousing.
3 . "The Librarian's Psychological Approach t o
the Job" -Speaker
to be announced
later.
CIVIC-SOCIAL
Infornlal breakfast conference, 8:30 o'clock.
"Trends in Local Government as Related to FedMr. Howard
eral and State Governments"
P. Jones, Editor, Nalional Municipal Review.
Second speaker to be announced later.
Tea at 4 o'clock.

-

FINANCIAL

-

" Evaluation of Foreign Sources"
Mr. George Eder, Manager Foreign Dept.,
Standard Statistics Co., Inc.

2 00 P.M.

"Sources Valuable in an Investment Library" -Speaker to be announced.
"Statistical Planning in the Federal Government" -Mr. Stuart Rice.
" Disrussion of Mimeographed Publications
of Federal Government" - Elsie Rackstraw, Ln., Federal Reserve Board.

SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
10:OO A.M. Informal Section and Committee
meetings. Full announcements later.
2:W P.M. Group discussion -Technical Library
symposium. Chalrman - Delbert F.
Brown, Ln., Standard Oil Development
Company of New Jersey.
Five minute discussions of topics to be announced later.
NEWSPAPER
9 9 0 A.M. Breakfast Meeting.
1090 A.M. Address: Mr. Wilbur Forrest, Erecutive Assistant to President, N. Y. Herald
Tribune.
Reports of Committees.
12:30 P.M. Luncheon a t midtown restaurant; visits to N. Y. Herald Tribune and N. Y.
Daily N m s libraries.
4 M P.M. "Television and Newspaper Libraries."
"Radio Newscasting and Newspaper
Libraries."
INSURANCE
12:30 P.M. Luncheon a t the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
Informal discueaions of: How to fill outside requests for general insurance information with free material; the Book Review
Bulletin; Appraisals of new books; Methods of economizing on time-consuming
jobs; Library statistics which can be discontinued; Figures kept and used for
annual reports.
2 W P.M. Speakers: Mr. J. M. Holcombe, Manager, Life Insurance Sales Research Bureau
of Hartford, Conn.; Mr. Edward R. Hardy,
Secretary, Insurance Institute of America.

hfembers of S.L.A.wiahlng to join this Grouparcaalcd to fill out the Queatlonnalrewhich may be had by d t l n g to Mr.
D. F Drown. The rel~ltinganawen will give not only a record of organlzatlon but mll simpllfy the Group d i r u s s l o ~of
such questions as Mrthoda. Budget~ng.Patenta, Dlrectorie~.and Bibliographies.

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM
The Association w~llbe guests of the New York Public Library, 5-6 o'clock. A Thursday Evening
visit wdl bearranged for an N.13 C. Broadcast, with a tour of the new National Broadcasting Studios.
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SECOND GENERAL SESSION
Friday 22nd - 10.00 A.M.
CIJXBR
\L RUSISBSSSESSIOKWITH ELECTION
OF
GROUP MEETINGS

vcrsity, and Wayne D. Heydecker, Secrctary, Westchester County Planning Commission.
Election of Officers.

SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY

- Chemistry, Pctroleun~,Public Util~ties,Rubber.
Book Reviews.
Reports: Committees
Election of Officers.
Plans lor the Future.

2:00 P.M. Reports: Section Chairmen

-

COMMERCIAL
2:00 P.M. Committee Reports Subject Headinas,
- . Book Reviews, and others.
Nominating committee.
Election of Officers.
Group discussion on "Clipping."
CIVIC-SOCIAL
12 :30 r.M. Luncheon Meeting.
"Municipal Housing" - Mr. Langdon W.
Post, Tenement House ~ommisiionerof
New York.
2 :30 P.M. Panel
"Planning" Leader Katherine McNamara, Ln., School of Landscape
Architecture and City Planning, Harvard
University.
Among the speakers will be Paul Studensky, Associate Professor, New York Uni-

-

-

OlTl€lZ1:5

FINANCIAL
1230 P.M. Luncheon Meeting.
Entertainment - "N. Y. Financial Librarjans."
Unfinished Business.
Election
of Oficers.
-. - -.
.- .. -. - ...-.
INSURANCE
2:00

Election of Oficers.
Report on the handling of early insurance
documents.
Report of t h e insurance subject headings
committee.

P.M.

NEWSPAPER
9.00 A.M. Breakfast Meeting.
12.00 NOON. Luncheon downtown restaurant. Visita to libraries of American and Jorrmal;
Post; Sirn and World-Telegram.
4.00 P.M. Group Meeting.
Election of Officers.

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM

Friday Evening

- Leave Roorvelt Hotel at 5 p.m. by motor, drive through Wedcherter to Westchartar
Counby Club. Dinner on the tenace. Music and dancing.
Boach party andlor bip wound Manhattan Island

Visiting Day

T

UESDAY, June 19th, has been designated as Visiting Day for those out-of-town librarians who
may arrive a day before the Convention opens.
Alma C. Mitchill, in charge of arrangements for visits to: Business Branch of the Newark Public
Library; Newark Board of Education; New Jersey Bell Telephone: Public Service Corporation of
New Jersey; Calm Chemical Company, Bound Brook; hlerck & Company, Rahway; Standard Oil of
New Jersey, Elizabeth; and Worden Laboratory and Library a t Milburn. Anyone wishing to visit a n y
of the above libraries will plcasc notify Miss Mitchill, Ln., Public Service Corporation of New Jersey,
Newark, N. J.
Marguerite Burnett, in charge of arrangemente for New York City visits on Tuesday and on Saturday morning to: Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn; Metropolitan Life Insurance Company;
Municipal Reference Library; Council on Foreign Relations; Industrial Relations Counselors; Standard Statistics Company, Inc.; Federat Reserve Bank of New York. T h e Committee on Local Arrangements will be glad t o make arrangements for visits to any other library in the City, but please notify
Miae Burnett, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, as to specific library o r type of library you would
like t o visit.

7
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SNIPS and SNIPES
New York
April, 1934

seemingly remotely connected subjects as the
Dress and Waist Industry, Japan and China. If
I've a chance I'm going to read his "New Nat~onDear Frsa.
Thanks for your note askmg me about the alism," written in 1919. Stuart Rice, the socioloConvention. There'snothing- much - I'd rather gist, is speaking, too. (He graduated from the
talk about. It really sounds swell even at this Puyallup High School- I wonder if he thinks
early date. I know you're coming, inveterate that's funny.) He's had a variety of experience
convention-goer that you are, and I hope that and was the Spec~alInvestigator of Social Statisbring~ngall the boys and gals. I can tics for President Hoover's Research Committee
on Social Trends. The Newspaper Group has
guarantee an lnterestlllg Lime.
Have you ever been in New York in June? It's bagged Wilbur Forrest, who used to be with the
a lovely month, spring hasn't quite deserted us, Herald Trz'bune -- dear Ursa, don't say Trib-une':
s
but summer is a t hand. Things are still going on, Old Horace Greeley keeps turning over in h ~grave
the theatres are running, everyone you ever knew every time he hears his beloved paper called
at school or college is in town for a t least a day. Tnb-une'. As I was saying- NYbur Forrest, who
You spend your tlme writing bon voyage notes and has the Cross of the Legion of Honor and who
takmg ex-schoolmates to luncheon and feelmg seems to have covered as many wars and uplike that old song, "Always the bridesmaid, never risings a s Richard Hardmg Davis. Every Group
the bride." Of course, if I'd only drawn a horse in chairman has been on her toes to get interesting
the sweepstakes.
N'ell, that's another and speakers. The trouble'll be to get to all the meetmgs you want to go to and, not as is sometimes
an ancient story.
I stopped In at the Rooscvelt today. You know the case, to find which you can stay away from
we're having the Convention there. It's a top-hole with perfect safety.
As for the lighter side of the Convention,
place, not too b ~ and
g what's grand, I think, lots
of nooks and coigns where you can meet your there'll be enough for even your giddy soul. A
friends for a pleasant "jawr." And tell it not In banquet -the "No chicken for dmner" revolt is
Gath, but if - mind I say 1j- you should like a growing and gathering strength each day. Then
quiet cocktail or a b ~oft a snifter, there's a ducky the dinner at the Westchester Country Club
bar that'll make you feel w~cked while being (which you may remember used to be the Westeminently respectable. Rubinoff is playing there, chester Riltmore) preceded and followed by a
but don't let that keep you away; you don't have drive through the most beautiful country 'round
about here; a chance to see the new N.B.C. radro
to listen. Another nlce thing: the hotel's just
around the corner from everything you want to building, plus a broadcast, and finally a boat ride
see. The R ~ t zis across the street, the Waldorf up around Manhattan or a beach party according to
two blocks on Park, you can shy a shoe brush at fancy.
If you can make it on Tuesday, do come ahead
the Chrysler from your window and Al Smith's
Empire State, and the Rockefeller Center are of time. We're going to do Newark that day, visit
various libraries and end up with a tea at the
only a few blocks away.
You can get a much more orderly account of Newark Museum. Have I told you enough? Of
what's going to happen from SPECIAL
LIBR,~RIEScourse I've left gaps but I can't tell you everythan from my letter, but you'll have to read be- thing. I don't want to be t w enthus~astic,since
taeen the dry l~riesof the program to get the I'm on the Home Team - I had my handwriting
feeling of how important it's gomg to be. If you're read the other day, and modesty popped out of
shoot the works and come.
like me, rather befuddled by all the N.R.A. talk, every line-but
all the "planning" talk, all the "changes in our You'll have a good time.
Faithfully yours,
soc~alorder" talk, you'll come to get the old
SNIPSAND SNIPES
beano set straight. When my great-niece asks me,
"\Vhat did you do in the New Deal, Great-aunt
P.S. Marse Cavanaugh 1s a-rarin' an pitch~n'
SIUP?" I'd like to be able to suggest, at least because only 1,000 answers to the questionnaire
vaguely, that I knew what it was all about.
have come in for the new National Directory. I
Eleanor Cavanaugh -and is Ole Marse tell her some librarians just don't like to see their
a-worh'!! - has some celebrity up her sleeve names in print. But she aays no, they'll blame
that She won't tell me about yet But those that her when they get to the Convention and begin
Ire already announced sound like the berries: looking themselves up. So, if you didn't get your
htayor LaGuardia; Cyril James; Robert BruPre. questionnaire -send t o Headquarters, tout de
Mr. Brubre has been for years fact-finding such suite, protnpkment, $ans dilail

...

-
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EVENTS and PUBLICATIONS
Editor: Margaret Bonnell
.Xn unusual point of view by a physician on
business atfa~rs\\as presented by Dr Alvan L
Rarach in Mivllal If>~glrnefor January, under the
title "\Vhy Don't \I-e Spendy" Dr. Darach
believes that the ntotive force behind the doctrine
of t h r ~ f twas a sense of guilt about spending on
the part of people econon~~cally
able to do so, In
the face of the suffermgs of those who are out of
work, and urges a spirit of psycholog~calinflation
to help heg government in itsattempt to breakthe
vicious circle of economlc deflation. This may be
helped on, he thmks, by substituting for thrift
advertising, which emphasizes the dire effects of
not savmg, publ~citywhich RIII reveal the benehcent effects of purchasing in creating employment, and will evpose the fallacy of virtue obtained by givmg up relat~veluxuries.

Thc Round Table Meeting on Special Library
htethods and hlanners a t the 42nd A4nnual
Conference uf the Indiand Library .\ssoc~ation
under thc leadership of hIiss Ethel Cleland of the
Indianapolis Husiness Dmnch brought out fifty
o r more people.
Discussions lncludcd spec~alcollecuons on local
material, music, and art, work a t the Teachers'
Specla1 1,ibrary and the American Legion Meadquarters Library of Indianapolis; and the need
Tor understanding cooperation between b~rsiness
men and the library because the stamp of approval of busmess men is needed to secure adequate tax levies.

* * *

The .4gricultural Tar~ffSeries of n~onographs
dealing w ~ t hthe most important agr~cultural
* * *
duties in the United States and thew effects on
"The Tugwell-Copeland Bill: a Bibl~ography prices, producers and consumers, are published
on the Food and Drugs Act," compiled by by the Tar~ff Research Comm~ttee, hladison,
Dorothy Culver, research assistant, is available
R'isconsin. The directors of the enterprise are
Professors John R. Commons, Henjamin 1-1
from the Bureau of Public Administration,
tIibbnrd and \\hlter.A. >lorton of the University
Univers~tyof Cal~fornia.
* * *
of \\:isconsin with the aid of the Rasleigh
l f a l y America Monthly is a new lnagazlne Foundation.
Three t ~ t l e s have appeared. to date - The
under the jomt editorship of the Italy America
Soc~ety and the Casa Italiana of Columb~a Tariff on S u g w , The Tar~ffon Dairy Products,
and The Tariff on Barley, Oats and Corn. They
Univers~ty
are ava~lablea t 50 cents each.
* * *
* * *
Thc annual report of Dr. George H. Lockc,
Librarian of the Toronto Public I-~brary,speaks
"What Your Work Rel~efDollars Uougl~tfor
of a new cnmpalgn which the hbrary 1s entering You," a report of the 16 towns that conlprise
upon to make known the resources of its "down
Westchester County Public \i'ell.we District for
town" branch. Under the title of "Business
their Emergency Work Bureau, is the only rcport
Books for Ambitious Business Men" have been
of its kind which aclually contr~butesdata and
gathered the latest and best in technical and
methods on provision of work relief in an ernerindustrial I~terature.
gency. The report of 112 pages is a most nttrac* * *
tive one because the actual accomplisl~menlsa r e
The American Public Welfare Association, visualized for t h e reader in photographs. Charts
nlso make the description more graphic Every
Chicago, has prepared "Poor Relief Laws: a
. Digest of Existing State Legislation" as an aid
conceivable question which m~ghtbe askctl about
t o statutory revision. Price, 25 cents.
the work and how it was organteed is arlswered
* * *
succinctly.
T h e Director of the Bureau, Mr. \Vayne D.
Annotatmns and full contents add much to the
usefulness of the very attractive "Catalog of Heydecker, an experienced public administrator,
Harper Books on Economic and Business Sub- is to be a speaker a t the Civic-Social Group meetjects" which has been prepared by Mr. Ordway ing on June 22.
* * *
Tead. A supply of them left on the reading
The first Civil Works service project Lo be
tablc in one business I~brarywas gone inside
of an hour - it is that kind of a publisher's list! undertaken under the ausplces of spec~allibraries
The Crowell News Letter is mother publisher's
is a " Preliminary Directory of Trade Assoc~atlons
list whrch inv~testhe eye as well as the mind.
for Northern California" compiled by Jeannette
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The4' Metropolitan Lde Ir~surance Company
Stern for the S. L A. of San Francisco. K.
Dorothy Ferguson was chairman of the project, made a study of the costs of treatment for sickwhich has gathered much d a t a about t h e statis- ness and mjury among the families of its field
tical information available through the organ- force. The results are available in a pamphlet
izations listed, as an aid t o those interested in the entitled "The Cost of Medical Care," to be had
study of trade associations which has been made upon request from 1 Madison Avenue, New York
poss~bleby the Carnegie grant to S. L. A , and City.
as a guide to source material for research in
business and industry. Scope, name of perFaculty status for librarians is ably presented
manent executive,
and research and by Paul Allen, Reference Libranan a t Dartinformation facilities a r e among the points mouth College, in School and Society for February
brought out for each a s s l a t i o n Copies of the 24th, In an article entitled "In the Liberal Arts
directory are available from Miss Ferguson, Bank College - The Reference Librarian, a Profesof Amer~ca,San Francisco, for 25 cents plus sor?" He proposes that the number of reference
postage (to cover cost of mirneographing).
librarians in a college ltbrary be increased so that
each might be responsible for a good background
The Federal Emergency Relief Administration, in his field and for the extent of the library's
\Vashington, D. C., has a n active library staff. collections in it, and might function in a manner
Ellen Commons is the Research Librarian, and similar to consultants a t the Library of Congress
Adelaide Hasse is compiling a number of good or the research librarians a t the University of
bibliographies on current problems. One that Pennsylvania and Cornell.
recently came to our attention is "Social Recovery Plan - Shiftirig of Industry and Population
Groups."
The Farm Cred~tAdministration is Iikew~se
absorbing a number of librarians into ~ t organs
ization but they are occupied In the General Files
Section.
* * *
A selected and annotated bibliography of the
literature of street traffic control and related
subjects, 1920-1933, has been prepared and
published by the Albert Russel Erskine Bureau
for Street Traffic Research a h a r v a r d Univcrsity, under a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, and is available a t t h e price of $1 00.
That this bibliography was prepared undcr the
directorship of Dr. Miller McClintock is guarantee of its quality. I n the introduction Dr.
McClintock refers to the assistance of the Librarian, Joseph Wright, whose name appears with
his on the title page: " H e adds to his knowledge of the literature of traffic control a broad
knowledge of the literature of local government
and administration. Such value as may be possessed by this b~bliognphymust be attributed
largely to Mr. Wright's ability and energy."

An extremely interesting exhibit collection,
describing with sample cards methods of carmg
for sales catalogues in libraries of the Museum
Group, was collected by Nell G. Sill, librarian of
the Cleveland Museum of Art. Having gone the
rounds of museum l~brariesit has now been
forwarded to S. L. A. Headquarters for use of
others interested.

Librarians and students have long recognized
that one of the most valuable sources of information on India is the annual report on the moral
and material progress of British India prepared
by the Government of India for the British
Parliament. I t deals in detail with such subjects
as Politics and Administration, Defence, the
Indian overseas, Agriculture and Industry, Communications, Commerce, Finance, and Health
and Education.
The latest report in the series, "India in
1931-32," has just been published and may be
obtained from the British Library of Information,
price 50 cents postpaid. Though much reduced in
size by the decision t o confine it to events falling
within the year dealt with, it will nevertheless
continue to be an esential reference book.
A copy of "India in 1929-30" will be sent
"express collect" (or by mail on receipt of the
cost of mailing) to any library or individual
requesting it. Because of the historical method of
treatment adopted in this and previous reports,
the book has a much greater reference value
than the title would suggest; the chapter on
Finance, for example, devotes 12 pages to an
introductory resum6 before passing on to the year
under considcration.
Since material on Persia is not readily available, the new Bulletin dc la Ranpue Nationale de
Perse, in Teheran, Persia, promises t o be of great
value. It contains trade statistics, foreign exchange quotations, and comments on banking,
currency and the econon~icsituation in Persia.
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"Jewish Migration as a Part of World Migration Movements" is the first monograph of a
series to be known as the Jewish Library of Facts,
published by the Jewish Stat~sticalBureau, 125
East 85th Street, New York City. The w r ~ t e r
examines the polic~esthat have been adopted
since the war by the various countries of immigration a s well as those of emigration. The
monograph deals in addition with international
cobperation in the matter of migration; the actual
organization of migration movements; change of
dom~cile;immigrant labor; and the volume and
direction of migration movements. Statistical
tables are appended, dealing with world migration
movements by principal countries, and with
Jewish m~gration,by countries 1920-1929. The
latter table is followed by two detailed tables, one
dealing with Jewish immigration t o the United
States and the other with Jewish immigratior~
t o Palestine.
The Bureau also publishes a weekly Digest of
E~etrlsof Jewsh Infercsf, a news service which
~ncludes some statistics from time to time.
Subscription to the Bureau's publications includes a consulting service and costs $10 a year.

their usual activities by political revolution. A
Panic-Proof Industrial Structure, The Pressure
for Monetary Depreciation, New Aspects of
Unemployment in Germany, and The Salaried
Employee in Modern Soc~ety,are titles of articles
in this first issue. Subscriptions, $2.50 a year,
from 66 West 12th Street, New York City.

* * *

When questions come to your hbrary about
what it costs togo tocollcge, they can beanswered
from the College Blue Book, the third edition of
which was publ~shed in 1933 Besides fees and
resources other data such as entrance and graduation requirements and dates when catalogs are
issued, are given for colleges and technical and
prolessional schools in each state and for the
universities of the world. The volume costs $4.75
and may be obtained from H. W. Hurt, Hollywood-by-the-%, Florida.

* * *

Modern Problems Series, published by the
American Education Press, 580 Fifth Avenue,
New York City, includes pamphlets on Recent
Economic Changes and Their Meaning, by
Harold F. Clark; Challenge of Leisure, by George
t * *
B. Cutten; The Banks and You, by H. Parker
The New York Public Library has a new
Willis; Meeting Risks: the Story of Insurance, by
bibliography - ,,The LVorld Deprension 1921),,
Ralph H. Blanshard. Price 15 cents each.
-a list of books and pamphlets in the Library's
* *
own collection, comp~ledby William W. Shirley,
With the January 1934 issue The .Brewers
oftheEconom~csDivisionandamemberofS.L.A.
Technical Reniew presents the first enlarged Issue
+ t *
Social Research is a new international quarterly of the brewing, malting and refrigeration sections
of political and social acience published by the of the Siebel Technical Reuiew. It contains articles
New School for Social Research. The first issue is on technical, engineering, and management
wholly the product of the Graduate Faculty of problenls of the industry.
This magazine among others will be available
Political and Social Science which comprises
European scholars nho have been severed from currently for reading and rev~ewa t Headquarters.

Nominating Committee Report

,

The Nominating Committee submits the following list of candidates as officers for the year 19341935:
Kew l'ork
Ruth Savord
President
Philadelphia
Dorothy Bemis
1st Vice-president
Chicago
Marion Mead
2nd Vice-president
Baltimore
Laura A. Woodward
Treasurer
Pittsburgh
Jolan M. Fertig
Director for 3 years
Detroit
Ford M. Pettit
Director for 2 years
Providence
Herbert 0 Brigham
Remaining Directors
Kew York
Mary Louise Alexander

W. MAXWELL
Committee: GERTRUDE
MAYNARD
KATIIARINE

EDITHL. MATTSOS
A N G FLETCIIER
~
LOUISEDORN,Chairman.
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Business Book Review Digest
Compiled by the Staff of the Business Branch of the
Public Library, Newark. N. J.
Von Beckerath, Herbert.

M o d e m i n d u s t r i a l org a m z a t i o n . M c G r a w - H i l l , 1933. 385 pp. $4.00.

,\ims to glve a gencrnl understanding of the industrial
structure through an analys~sof the techn~cal,econornlc,
soual, and legal lntcrrelat~o~~s
and intcrdependenc~esof
busmess umts and to show the trend of Present day large
scale product~on.International in scow
One reviewer states that rlus book 1s of pecul~arInterest
to Amencan readers because ~t Is free from the srxc~al
slant gwen by American wrllers due to the Iiourteenlh
Amendment and ~ t interpretation
s
by the courts, and because lt has a wder scope Llian most E n g l ~ s ibooks
~
on
the subject Another says the book Is exhaust~veas to
buslneea admln~strationbut to call lt an economic treatlse
18 nomewhat of a mlsnomer I t is however, favorably
spoken of as an unbiased study, written from first hand
knowledge both theoretical and practical.

+ American Accounfanf.Oclober 1933. P. 314 500 words.
Borron's, July 17,1933 p 12 200 words
+ Burinerr Week, August 5, 1933. p. 21. 30 words.
+ Commerce & Fmance. June 7 , 1933. p 510. 60 words.

them to the cconomic and political system 01 the times.
Blblioarapll~calrefcrcncca follow each chapter All revlews
were favorable Spoken of as a wcll wrlttcn scholarly
treatlse of permancnt value and recommended for its
clcar, pungent presentation and clever sclcctlon of illuatrativc material Will bc of value to all intercsted In
accountlng and not too difficult for those who wlsl~to
undcrstnnd thc meaning of accountlng practlcc

+ Amcr~canAccounlanl, October 1933.p. 316.500 words
+
+
+

Ccrllfisd Accounlanlr Journal, January 1934 p. 36.
825 words.
Journal of Accolmlsncy. Novcmber 1933. p. 389.
1200 words.
N . A . C . A . Bullelin, October 15. 1933. p. :60. 375
words.
Syrlrm, February 1934. p. 88. 43 words

Sands, H.A. A c c o u n t i n g a n d b u s i n e s s p r o c e d u r e
for h o s p i t a l s . U n i t e d H o s p i t a l F u n d , 1933.
195 pp. $3.00.

Domcslzc Commerce, September 30, 1933, p LO2
75 words
Dun & Braddreel. July 1933. p. 35 275 words.
Pocfory. July 1933 p 30 50 words
F w d Indurlrtcs. August 1933,p 321. 140 words
Induslrml Arrr. June 1933. p 11. 75 words.
News Bullcl~nof the Unmrslly of Chicago. September
12. 1933 p 8. 120 uords
+.Saturday Rcvim of L~malure.July 8. 1933. 9 690
550 u.ords
S9rsndcldRcpublmn. July 16. 1933. p ie. 950 words
Tcxfrle World, July 1933. p. 85 180 words.
Trained Y e n , Autumn 1933 P 72. 210 words.

"Prescribes In considerable detail and complcteness the
dcfinlhons, class~ficallonsand methods to be used as
standards." T h ~ study
s
relates to hospltalo of all sizes so
Lhal the accountanl of a medlum or small hosp~talcan
easily ~ e l c c tthose melhods whicli apply to 111s particular
lnstllutlon Contains f o r n ~ for
s adminlstratlve reports daily, weekly, monthly, quarrerly and ycarly and covers
comprellenelvely the subject of administmtlve stntlstlcs
needed by the accountlng dcparrmcnl and by heads of
orher departments Reconmended as thc most valuable
contribution yet made to the literature on lnstllutlonal
accountlng and will be of Interest to publ~caccountants
a s well as hospltal accountants.

Killough, H.B. E c o n o m i c s of m a r k e t i n g . Harper,
1933. 608 p p . $5.00.

Cerl~fiadFubllc Accoumlanl, September 1933. p. 574.
200 words.
t l o u r n n l of Accoualancy, July 1933. p. 68. 800 words
A.' A . C . A. Bullclin. July 15. 1933.p 1639 650 words.

+

+

T h ~ book
s
alma to uplam Llle role of market~ngIn our
competltlve economlc system and lo suggest improvements in marketlnr melhods that wlll atrcnzthen the
profit posltlons of prlvate buslness concerns and reduce
the costs of consumer goods. Includes a 34 page b ~ b l ~ o g raphy. Emphasls 1s put on the lmporlaricc 01 research In
dlstnbutlon KO critical comment given.
Bookl~sl,September 1933 30.8
Induslr~olArlr, May 1933 p I I ~75 words.
Journal of Rela111n.q.July 1933. p 59 135 words.
.%fanasemen1 Rmnu, September 1933. p 285. 230
words.
News Bullel~n,Universlty of Chicago, September 12,
1933 p. 7. 90 words.
Wisconsin L~braryBullelm, October 1933. 29.212.

Littleton, A. C . A c c o u n t i n g e v o l u t i o n to 1900.
American I n s t i t u t e P u b l i s h i n g C o . 1933. 368
pp. $5.00.
A Study In the Illstory of acwunlrng throwmg new light
on the development of bookkeeping methods by relatmg

+ Fnvorahlc review.

+

Steiner, W . H.Money and
931 pp. M.50.

banking. Holt,

1931.

A comprel~ensivedrscuaslon of the financ~alsystem,
showlng the inlerreht~onsl~lp
of the vanous parts Emphasis 1s placed on the reasons for rather than on methods
of owratlon of financial ~nstltutlons.Includes a survey of
recent banklng legislallon and other banklng developments as well as problems of contemporary finance.
References follow each chapter.
Reviewers predlct that tlue book will become a standardaulliority and recommend ~t to the laymen as well as
banlere and profession&l men.

+ Amcrlcan Bankers Axsmial~onJ o u r ~ a lNovcmbcr
.
1933.

+
+
+

p. 74. 12 words.
Commerce and Finance. October 11. 1933. p. 888. 110
words.
Industrial Ark. October 1933. p vl. 85 words.
Mad-Wsslnn Banker. January 1934 p 10 275 words.
Savrngs Bank Journal, Novcmber 1933 p 62 300 words.

-

Adverae criticism.
t F n v o r a b l c revlcw w t h mme adverw comment.

April,

1934
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Tead, O r d w a y . P e r s o n n e l a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . M c Graw-Hill, 1 9 3 3 . 3 r d r e v i s e d ed. 519 pp. $4.00.
This tl~nrougl~ly
re\~acdedition d ~ s c ~ ~ sall
s c spl~aserof
pcrsonncl practrces alld rnnrlagcrlnl policlcs U11111ogfearurc of
raplncs follow eacll cl~apter .\ dlst~ngu~sliing
1111sbook 1s that 11 11%111c111ded
collect~vcbnrgalning in
labor
Recommended for rts vigorous and effcctlre stile and
for the comb~natlonul factual mnterinl and argument for
tlrings ns tl~eyslrould be, and crlt~cmdfor the brief treatment glven a.nre plans, rallng and turnover
Amrrican Bconoin~r R N I ~ I UJune
,
1933 p. 314. 225
words
+-Ptrsonrrcl Jorrrml, Aup~lst 1933 p 131. 500 aords.
T h o r n t o n , F. W. F i n m c i a l examinations. A m e r i c a n I n s t i t u t e P u b l i s h i n g C o m p a n y , 1933.

274 pp. SZ.00.
An outllnc of rrrocedurc 10 he follo\\cd In rnakmg an
i l l be
audit Dlscus?es .dso t l ~ cprofit-and-loss accuunt \I
of prncttcal value to lrracuslng accountants and ~nlernnl
auditors. The appendlr consists of "rerlficat~onof Fiennc ~ aStatements"
l
pul~lrsl~ed
by the Federal Rcscrve Board
In 1929, of n h c h tills la a n ampl~ficallon. RevIc\vera
rccammend tllm for Its clcar-cnt, dlrect style ahd conslder it a. work 01 olltstanding rnerlt and one \ r ~ l ~ i WII
cl~
he of great value ro tile grofesslon.
Accounfing Rn'tn.'. December 1933 p. 365. 4 0 words
300

+ Journal of Acco~n~larcs,Dcccmber 1933, p 473.
words
+ N ,A . C. A. Dullelin. Sovcniber 15. 1933. g. 3RO

250

words.

Warren, G. F. Prices. W i l e y ,

1933. 386 pp. $3.90.

An explannuon o f t l ~ norkingsoftlle
c
price s,stenl T l ~ c
tlleory adrnnccd is 11ut "prices are not bnsed on the
supply and demand of llle one nrlicle In conslderalion
Rntiler. l l ~ cprice of allcat, lor Instance, is determlncd by
tllc supply and demand of a h e a t and tlic supply and dcmand 01 gold " Biblloprapl~leslollow many of llle chaptrrs and tllcrc is a n abu~ldnnceof charts and tables glving
gold production and stocks, price index numbers, ctc
over n period of years
llcctlrnrnrnded for tile r ~ ~ g g slyle
c d and vrpor wit11 wl~iclr
11 attacks tllc defic~cncicsof a monetary syatcm based
upon some one commod~tysucll as gold and for 111eclnrlty
of cmo?ll~ionCr~tlc~zed
lor !he failure to gwe nn ndcquate
annlysla of tllc f.tclors wliicll cause Llle collapse of the
gold stnndard.
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tAccoun11nn Rn'icrr,, Dcccmbcr 1933. p. 365. 1300 words.
+-Amerrcntr Econornlc Rnfmu, Dcccmbcr 1933. p 747.
1075 words.
Llooklrst. Aprll 1933. 29.230
i ll~fsincssll'ttk, h f a y 31, 1933. p ZI 25 nord?
Crcdil a t ~ dP ~ n a n c ~ o.~Ionngcrncnl.
l
December 1933 p
2 8 700 words
lndusrrml Arrr. June 1933 p I V 50 wrds.
Jiannfic~lcnlRei.icw. August 1933 p 2.52 525 nards.
.\Ionllrly Dulldrn Asroc~ated Lcallrrr Gmds dlar~rrjaclurrrs, December 1933 y. 30 600 words.
Salurday RCCIGW
of L1ltralnre. April 22. 1933. 9 550
Sfirrngficld Rcpullrcnn, Aprll 16, I933 p 7c 100words.
Trmcs (London) Lrlnory S?~pplct~~orl,
Mar 11. 1933.
D. 332 180 words

+

W h ~ l a k e r , A. C. F o r e i g n exchange. Appleton,
1933. 2nd e d i t i o n . 4 6 6 pp. $5.00.
Tills second editlon of o standard rrork presenting
tile fundamental background 01 foreign cxcl~ange,has
been completely revised and el~larged.T l w e are new
sections on rnerllods of quorrng m e ? , gold-bar standard,
ccnrral bank methods, silver and paper excl~anges,effecls
of sh~ftlngexchanges on imports and cyporrs and other
dcvclopments In i o r d ~ ncxclrange.
It is fundamenielly a textbook and nlll be \Auablc not
only to the general student of cconomlcs, tlw specrallzcd
srndent of finance b u t to t l ~ cgeneral rcnder as well.
H ~ g h l yrecommendcd nnd spokcn of ns unsurpassed as a
m n m ~ aon
l furelgn exchnnre.

+ Accorrnfrnr Rnmw. Junc 1933. p. 166 1000 vords
+ Bankrrx .\lapazinc. Pchruary 1933. p. 183 115 aords
+ Barron's, F c b r ~ ~ a 20.
r y 1933. p. 19. 180 words
Junc 1933 p 32
Crcrlil O Financiul IJot~nscrno~l.
450 norda.
lndicslrlol Arh. Fcbrtrary 1933. p iii. i 0 aords.

Wilson, G. L. T r a n s p o r t i t i o n crisis. Sears P u b l i s h i n g Company, 1933. 335 pp. $2.50.
-\nalyrca all typcs of transportation early in 1933. n i t h
the purpose ul sllowinp ~ l l eneed lor adll~strnent01 s e w
ices. chnrges and pracrlccs In order to save r l ~ csystem
ns to 11o~'
frnm ruin. The n~lllloroiicrs spcclficsug~est~ons
t l ~ i scall bc accompl~sllcd.Contdns n ucal~llof I ~ ~ e ~ o r l c a l
and stotisricnl dnta. No cr~tlcalcomment well.
Arro~rntingRcrirw, December ID33 p 364. 650 \\ords
Bnrron's, Junc 5, 1933. p. 12. 150 nords
Bnrrr~cssIl'cd. !usust 26. 1933. p. 19 50 words
lr~d~rslrral
.lrlr, Junc 1933. p, iii 85 aords.

RADEMAEKERS says:
"The Art of

L ~ b r a r yBinding has a d v a n c e d more in the past t h r e e y e a r s than in t h e twenty years
preceding. H o w e v e r rapid the progress, however c o m p l e t e t h e c h a q e s , Personal Supervision
c a n n o t be discounted nor discontinued."

W. H. R., Jr.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Library Bookbinders and Booksellers
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Wingale. J. W. Retail m e r c h a n d i s e control.
P r e n t l c e - H u l l , 1933. 478 pp. $5.00.
Deals u - ~ t hthe mechan~csand details of making merchandlse plans, cornputinn open-to-buys, lnitlnl markups,
and unlt buylng plans Conta~namany tables nnd forms
and each chapter IS followed by a biblloflaphy. Will be
eapeclally valuable t o retallers a n d of grcnt help t o
students a s well. Spoken of a s tile first comprehens~ve
work in ~ t field.
s
Reviewers say that beginners w l l have
no d~fficultyIn followinn the h e of renaonlng hecause ~t is
logically arranged nnd In proper sequence

+

Amnlcun Accounlsnl. October 1933. p. 317. 385 words.
Iadurtr~ulArls. October 1933. p. IV 1W words
Juurnul ofRelurlinp. October 1933. p 93 250 words
flunugemen1 Rculcur, Xovember 1933 p 351 100 words.

W~nkler, Max. Foreign bonds: an autopsy.
R o l a n d S w a i n , 1933. 536 pp. S3.50.
An autlior~lat~ve
study of forelm investments showlng
the causes 01 default, the reasons lor the collnpe of
cred~t, exper~ences of debtor natlons, and protective
measures The table and summary 01 defaults of foreign
natlons, together with t h e defaults of md~vidualstates
In t l ~ country
s
Is of particular n l u c . Favordbly spoken
of as an excellent study. ~ l l u m ~ n a t ~ nmoat
g , inlormnlive
and unaparing in the bitlng truth of its cntrcisrn.
Amnicun Bunkers Assoc~ulionJournal. Februnry 1934
p 85. 170 words.
Barrun's, November 20. 1933 p I S 210 words.
Bus~ncssWcek, December 9. 1933. p 19 30 u.orda.
Cammace LL Fmunce. November 29. 1933. p 1027.375
aords.
f .lfunlmcmcnl Rnicur. January 1935. p. 32.275 words.

+
+

Drexel Library School
P r e p a r e s s t u d e n t s for p o s i t i o n s i n
public, m l l e g e , school, and s p e c i a l l l b r a r i c s

BOOKBINDING

,

We
have
binding books

in

specialized
for

years, having over

libraries for
26 years ac-

tual experience. Bookbinding i s
divided in various classifications with few specializing and
knowing the proper way to arrange, reinforce and bind a
book in order to give the best
service

obtainable.

perience

is

Our ex-

yours by sending

your next shipment to

Savidge

& Krimmel

146 NORTH TENTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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SCIENTIFICPERIODICALS

FOR SALEComplete Sets, Volumes, and

Odd Back Copies
A one year wruae f o r oollcge graduutes
c v n j e r s the d e g r e e n j B.S. in L.S.
A six u
&'

in School Library W o r k
July 2 -August 11, 1934
cwrse
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